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For the Classic Groom
With a Twist
A classic blue 3 piece suit is one of the most
elegant wedding outfits for grooms, standing the
test of time. For this look, we’ve used a beautiful
tonal textured fabric by Dormeuil that speaks to an
understated luxury. The multi-layered weave adds a
subtle, polished sheen that elevates the entire look.
And, with the covered buttons and vest, this suit is
an excellent alternative to the traditional tuxedo.

BLUE TONAL PATTERNED WOOL
3 PIECE SUIT

For the Sleek Groom
For the groom who wants to look sophisticated and
elegant, we’ve taken a tonal black look and turned
it on its head. Rather than an all black outfit, we’ve
designed a rich, deep teal 3 piece and paired it with a
black shirt and tie. The dynamic microtexture of this
teal fabric creates a sleek and elegant look, perfect
for an evening reception.

MICROTEXTURE TEAL
3 PIECE SUIT

For the Timeless Gentleman
Ivory is often associated with the bride’s dress when
people think of wedding attire, but there is nothing
stopping a groom from wearing an elegant Ivory
Dinner Jacket. This ivory jacket is made from 100%
silk that showcases a unique tonal damask pattern.
The ivory satin lapel features a gold shimmer in
the fabric that coordinates beautifully with the
ivory bow tie and outstanding houndstooth patent
double monk slipper. For a timeless look, we’ve used
traditional details like the beautiful cocktail cuffs
that tie back into the contrasting fabric of the lapel.

IVORY RAW SILK JACQUARD
DINNER JACKET

For the Eye-Catching Groom
Every man is comfortable wearing blue, however it
takes a groom who embraces the spotlight to wear a
jacket as eye catching as this. This incredible Ice Blue
Raw Silk Jacquard Smoking Jacket is a stand out look
that will instantly identify you as the groom. Perfect
for a spring or summer wedding, this jacket can be
worn for an outdoor ceremony and look stunning
in the sunlight, or worn for an evening reception
where its reflective silk quality will show in an entirely
different way.

ICE BLUE RAW SILK JACQUARD
SMOKING JACKET

For the Groom Embracing Change
Many grooms are open to wearing multiple outfits
for their wedding day, a trend we have seen develop
over the past few years. This incredible Copper
Shimmering Silk Rose Patterned Smoking Jacket is
the perfect example of a great outfit shift for the
reception portion of your wedding. Before it begins,
all you need to do is switch into this copper jacket,
change your shoes to a brown velvet loafer, and this
outfit becomes an entirely different look for your
reception. A complete change in look, with the simple
switch of a jacket & shoe.

COPPER SHIMMERING SILK ROSE
JACQUARD SMOKING JACKET

For the Fashion Forward Groom
Weddings are a time when fashion forward men can
truly express their inner style. It is their time to look
as elegant and unique as they can, so they can stand
proudly next to their bride. This incredible Scarlet
Leopard Jacquard Smoking Jacket makes full use of
our custom design process. The velvet cuffs and lace
frogging closure create a bold and unexpected look.
The natural stretch and weave of this cloth molds to
the body enhancing ones silhouette while seamlessly
blending modern with traditional

SCARLETT LEOPARD
JACQUARD SMOKING JACKET
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